
Response number (1) How would you
rate the delivery

quality of the
instructor of this
session ? (i.e. in

terms of clarity of
speech, engagement

with participant, 
resourcefulness,
creativeness etc)

(2) What would you
rate the speaker's

motivation, passion
and desire to deliver

the topic?

(3) Is the course
materials clear, easy
to understand and

relevant to the topic
of the subject

matter?

(4) Would you
recommend CAES

to invite this
speaker for future

course?

(5) Please write
down what do you

LIKE MOST about
the content and/or
the speaker of this

session?

(6) Please list down
if there's any

particular topic
which is unclear and

need more
elaboration

1 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

2 GOOD OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

Tips to handle
student.

It would better to
have more focus on
on-line class &amp;
online exam scenario.

3 GOOD OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

On how to engage
with students to
ensure their
participation in class
delivery

4 GOOD OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

Easy going speaker

5 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

The talk was so
interesting (content&
amp;speaker), make
myself refresh and
gain new knowledge
as well

6 GOOD GOOD YES MODERATELY
RECOMMEND

7 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

Spontaneously not to
formal so not to

Nil
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boring8 GOOD OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

9 OUTSTANDING MODERATE YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

Basic knowledge on
counseling that could
be practice.

10 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

Pengaaman dan
pengetahuan speaker
yang awesome!

11 GOOD GOOD YES MODERATELY
RECOMMEND

Sharing of experience Student Information
management

12 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

very inspiring real
stories and practical
insight

how to inspire
students and how to
instill passion among
students towards
program/subject

13 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

Sharing on real
experience from
different perspectives

How to handle
student that hard to
give coorperation

14 GOOD GOOD MODERATE I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

East languages Introduction

15 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

why do lecture need
counseling
knowledge.

counseling technique.
Base on student
behaviors

16 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

Active participation
approach

Empathy

17 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

Listening Method -

18 GOOD GOOD YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

19 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

End on time No
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Response number (1) How would you
rate the delivery

quality of the
instructor of this
session ? (i.e. in

terms of clarity of
speech, engagement

with participant, 
resourcefulness,
creativeness etc)

(2) What would you
rate the speaker's

motivation, passion
and desire to deliver

the topic?

(3) Is the course
materials clear, easy
to understand and

relevant to the topic
of the subject

matter?

(4) Would you
recommend CAES

to invite this
speaker for future

course?

(5) Please write
down what do you

LIKE MOST about
the content and/or
the speaker of this

session?

(6) Please list down
if there's any

particular topic
which is unclear and

need more
elaboration

20 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING MODERATE I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

Effective presentation
that easy to
understand

Further hands-on
examples on
counseling session
would be much
appreciated

21 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

Activities in the
session

22 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

The theoretical
&amp; examples are
very clear and can be
implemented.

23 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

Sharing session with
useful tips.

24 GOOD OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

Speaker is very
unformal and open
for discussion.

Everything is ok.

25 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

what to do to help
student, how to
approach them.
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Response number (1) How would you
rate the delivery

quality of the
instructor of this
session ? (i.e. in

terms of clarity of
speech, engagement
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resourcefulness,
creativeness etc)
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motivation, passion
and desire to deliver
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materials clear, easy
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relevant to the topic
of the subject

matter?
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recommend CAES

to invite this
speaker for future

course?

(5) Please write
down what do you

LIKE MOST about
the content and/or
the speaker of this

session?

(6) Please list down
if there's any

particular topic
which is unclear and

need more
elaboration

26 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

Empathy is the most
characteristic.
Sympathy alone is no
longer enough as we
can't see face to face.

nothing

27 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

28 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

very clear and
responsive session

-none- (everything
clear)

29 GOOD GOOD MODERATE MODERATELY
RECOMMEND

Speaker seems
laidback and know
the content very well

the strategy to
improve rapport with
students without
sacrificing content
delivery

30 GOOD GOOD YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

counselling technique
to engage with
students

31 GOOD GOOD YES MODERATELY
RECOMMEND

useful especially in
dealing with students
in this online class
period

none
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Response number (1) How would you
rate the delivery

quality of the
instructor of this
session ? (i.e. in

terms of clarity of
speech, engagement
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resourcefulness,
creativeness etc)
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motivation, passion
and desire to deliver

the topic?
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materials clear, easy
to understand and

relevant to the topic
of the subject

matter?

(4) Would you
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to invite this
speaker for future

course?

(5) Please write
down what do you

LIKE MOST about
the content and/or
the speaker of this

session?

(6) Please list down
if there's any

particular topic
which is unclear and

need more
elaboration

32 GOOD GOOD YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

Clear explanation
regarding topic
discussed by speaker

33 OUTSTANDING GOOD YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

34 GOOD GOOD MODERATE MODERATELY
RECOMMEND

Relaxing No

35 GOOD GOOD YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

The example the flow in counseling
the student

36 GOOD OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

Clear presentation

37 GOOD GOOD YES MODERATELY
RECOMMEND

How to cater with the
students problem..be
a listener not the
solver.

may added more real
scenarios/ problems
occur and how to
handle it.

38 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

39 GOOD GOOD YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

Tips on counselling everything clear

40 GOOD GOOD MODERATE I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

His charismatic -
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41 GOOD OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

topic and content hope more advanced
topic regarding to
guidance and
counseling students

42 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

Excellent content,
energetic speaker

-

43 GOOD MODERATE MODERATE MODERATELY
RECOMMEND

44 GOOD GOOD YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

Friendly and easy to
understand

45 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

Very enthusiastic
speaker

46 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

New way to approach
students to reveal the
problem.

47 OUTSTANDING OUTSTANDING YES I HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED

Friendly, openness,
honesty

Tak cukup, kursus
asas 2 dan selanjutnya
adalah
perlu...kemahiran
kaunseling, psikologi
adalah wajib dalam
new norma ini!
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